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Functions for modeling vehicle-ground interaction for an Avant front-end loader
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The conquest of outer space will require the establishment of permanent
settlements on other worlds. In the long run, these settlements will need
to be able to grow into large cities using mostly local resources. The best
candidate world for this development to �rst take place is the planet Mars,
since it is the most Earth-like planet in the Solar System. Mars has a
day-length almost equal to Earth's, a similar axis tilt resulting in familiar
seasons, and even surface vistas not too di�erent from what one might see
in Earth's arid regions. These factors combine to make Mars a much more
welcoming place to humans than the Moon, for example. The journey to
Mars is a long one: a minimum-energy Hohmann transfer requires approxi-
mately 258 days. Although this limitation makes Mars di�cult to reach, it
will also be a great driver for self-su�ciency and in-situ resource utilization
to the �rst human colonists. With re-supply from Earth being very expen-
sive and infrequent, these settlers will need to become as independent as
possible, accelerating the development of indigenous Martian industries.

The greatest immediate hazard to humans on Mars is the lack of atmo-
spheric pressure - the mean surface pressure is a mere 0.8 kPa. The greatest
long-term hazard is exposure to solar and galactic ionizing radiation, due to
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the absence of a thick atmosphere to absorb it and an almost non-existent
magnetic �eld to de�ect it. Fortunately there exists a readily-available re-
source that can be used to provide shielding from both of these threats:
the Martian regolith (soil). By burying pressurized habitat modules under
thick layers of regolith, shielding from radiation would be provided, as well
as protection of pressurized spaces from meteor impacts, a remote but real
danger. A regolith overburden would also provide structural pressure to
keep air in.

One proposed construction technique that makes use of regolith for shield-
ing is to build into a hillside, which makes it possible to both dig into the
ground laterally, and bury structures by dumping from uphill. A detailed
settlement design based on this principle has been developed by the Mars
Foundation, a non-pro�t interest group (Petrov and Mackenzie, 2005). The
basic idea is to have most of the inhabited space deep in the hillside, pro-
tected by many metres of rock and sand. By building in this fashion,
permanent, growing settlements could be constructed, securing a foothold
for humanity on another planet. Figure 1.1 shows "Phase II" of the Mars
Foundation's Mars Homestead Project (MHP), which is designed to house
24 settlers. Figure 1.2 shows part of the structure beneath the surface, while
Figure 1.3 shows an elevation view. Both emphasize how much regolith is
covering the main inhabited spaces.

The type of construction activity required to build such settlements would
require the movement of perhaps thousands of cubic metres of regolith
over time periods of months or years. Were settlers to operate the regolith-
moving machines directly, perhaps in pressurized cabins, they would face
unnecessary risk from de-pressurization and radiation. The risk is unnec-
essary because it should be possible for robotic machines to perform the
same tasks.

Control strategies for such robotic machinery could vary. If operators were
on the surface in safely-shielded control rooms, real-time remote control
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Figure 1.1: Mars Homestead Project Phase II (Petrov and Mackenzie,
2005).

Figure 1.2: MHP structure beneath regolith layer (Petrov and Mackenzie,
2005).
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Figure 1.3: MHP elevation view (Petrov and Mackenzie, 2005).

would be possible, similar to what is used in underground mining to-
day (Sandvik, 2007). If operated from Earth, the long time delay (4.4 -
21 minutes one way) would require a great deal of autonomy, with only
high-level coordination possible if continuous surface operation is assumed.
This might, however, allow for the establishment of safe habitation before
settlers even arrive.

1.1 Project Framework

A key technology to enable large-scale extra-terrestrial construction projects
is then robotic earth-moving, which can have various degrees of autonomy,
but usually implies some form of tele-operation or supervision. This tech-
nology �nds useful application on Earth as well, in the construction and
mining industries.

Earth-moving and excavation on construction sites and in open-pit mines
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are candidate tasks for automation due to their basic repetitiveness, large
number of duty cycles and sometimes dangerous working conditions. The
main di�erence between these tasks and more traditional automated tasks,
such as factory �oor automation, is that the environment in which the
machines operate is constantly changing. A further challenge is the dif-
�culty in predicting and adapting to ground properties during excavation
and scooping sequences. To deal with these challenges, automated earth-
moving machines require advanced control systems, intelligent high-level
planning and the ability to learn and predict. For these reasons, robotic
excavation and earth-moving represents an area at the forefront of modern
automation research. While basic fully-automated excavation tasks have
been demonstrated, the capability is still very far from matching that of a
human operator (Ha et al., 2002). The wide-scale use of automated ma-
chinery on construction sites therefore remains to be realized in the future.

The Generic Intelligent Machines (GIM) Integrator project at the Helsinki
University of Technology (TKK) and Tampere University of Technology
(TUT) is one e�ort in this research area. The hardware platform involved
is the small-scale, multi-purpose Avant loader machine (see Figure 1.4).
These can be �tted with various attachments, though initial development
is focusing on the front-end loader con�guration. While originally man-
ufactured to be driven directly, the GIM Integrator machines have been
modi�ed by installing computers and control systems on board, which en-
able them to be tele-operated via wireless links (both WLAN and radio
modem) and overhead video feedback. Testing is conducted at the GIM
Test Hall at TUT, a 20m x 20m covered sand area (Saarinen et al., 2007).

One major component of the GIM Integrator project is the development of
a virtual simulator. The reason for developing a simulation capability is to
make the testing of control strategies for the mobile machines cheaper and
safer. Testing with real hardware can be expensive, considering the time
and costs associated with running and maintaining the machines. Further-
more, when testing new, experimental control strategies, there is also the
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Figure 1.4: Modi�ed Avant 320 front-end loader: (1) Electronics, (2) Con-
trol and display module, (3) Proportional valve block (Saarinen et al.,
2007).

risk of collisions and damage. Since the development of control strategies
can require many trial runs, it makes sense to initially evaluate them in a
virtual simulator.

1.2 Project Requirements

The GIM Integrator project already has a functioning simulator in which
dynamic models of the Avant front-end loaders can be driven around by a
remote tele-operator in a virtual test hall. What is required next is a basic
machine-ground interaction capability, i.e. the ability to modify the surface
in the virtual world with the front-end scoop. This thesis makes the �rst
steps in this direction by developing a stand-alone simulation program in
Matlab which demonstrates basic scooping and dumping actions. Matlab is
used since it allows for rapid prototyping and because it was foreseen that
the world modeling and vehicle-ground interaction modeling would require
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many matrix and vector calculations, which are easily accomplished using
Matlab. Eventually, these capabilities will need to be incorporated into the
existing simulator, which is based on the C and C++ languages.

Although the main goal of this thesis is to develop only the functions which
model scoop-ground interaction and changes to the topography, a support-
ing stand-alone simulator will need to be developed in order to enable
testing. As an input, the interaction functions will require the position
and orientation (pose) of the scoop during drive sequences. The functions
will then check the scoop's interaction with the ground after each drive
increment and modify the ground accordingly. Normally, this data would
be obtained as output from the vehicle model in the existing simulator,
but since this will be stand-alone, a separate kinematic vehicle model will
be developed to generate the scoop pose input during drive sequences. In-
stead of having a tele-operated vehicle, drive sequences will be generated
by programming an autonomous pile-moving task in which the vehicle in-
crementally transports the material in an initial pile to a speci�ed dumping
location.

A purely geometric interaction is considered acceptable for this simula-
tion, i.e. no modeling of frictional forces will be included. This will be
done for simplicity, since soil modeling is an extensive topic in itself and
physics-based soil modeling would add undue complexity to the program. A
slope failure and resettling behaviour is seen as necessary, however, to make
scooping and dumping tasks realistic. The re-settling algorithms will func-
tion by maintaining a maximum allowable angle of repose around locations
where ground heights have changed. The density of the ground material
will be assumed to remain constant, so the goal will be to conserve volume
as soil is transferred and ground heights modi�ed.
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1.3 Report Structure

This report will begin with a literature review of related work in the �elds of
robotic earth-moving and earth-moving simulation. Chapter 3 will describe
the development of the simulator components, including those which di-
rectly model tool-ground interaction, those which simulate slope re-settling
and those which support the simulation. Next, the integrated simulation
will be presented together with the results of an autonomous multi-cycle
pile-moving task. Further Work will discuss the next steps needed to in-
tegrate the interaction and ground re-settling functions into the existing
GIM Integrator simulator. Ideas for improving the interaction function to
make it more realistic will also be mentioned, as well as the possibility
of using this simulator to develop closed-loop scoop control and high-level
task planning schemes, even involving more than one machine.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

The literature review will begin with a brief overview of the �eld of robotic
earth-moving and excavation. The GIM Integrator project at TKK and
TUT will be outlined, as it is one new e�ort in this area. The current
requirement for simulating tool-ground interaction in the GIM Integrator
simulator will lead to a survey of similar software being developed for the
construction industry. This will be followed by a presentation of several key
principles involved in digital terrain and soil modeling. Since the ground
penetration functions developed in this thesis will be purely kinematic (no
forces), the focus here will be more on simulating realistic soil re-settling
behaviour than on determining friction forces between the tool and the
ground.

2.1 Robotic Excavation and Earth-Moving

Aside from its potential use on other planets, robotic excavation is an active
�eld of research due to its potential in terrestrial construction automation.
Interest in partially or fully automating the construction site is driven by
economics. Given the highly competitive construction market and skilled
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labour shortages sometimes faced, companies are seeking an edge that ad-
vances in robotic technology may be able to provide (Ha et al., 2002).
Unfortunately, robotic excavation remains an extremely di�cult problem,
mostly due to the practical impossibility of accurately modeling soil. Soil
is a complex material, and its properties may be a�ected by factors such as
moisture content, structural disturbance, ground water �uctuations, stress
history, time and environmental conditions (Li and Moshell, 1993).

2.1.1 Singh Doctoral Dissertation

S. Singh made a detailed analysis of robotic excavation in his doctoral
dissertation at Carnegie Mellon University in 1995. Singh breaks down the
problem into three main sub-problems:

• the Coverage Problem

• Tactical Excavation Planning

• Low Level Control.

The focus of Singh's doctoral work was on the second problem, tactical
excavation planning, while the other two problems were identi�ed as im-
portant areas for future work. The approach was to break down a digging
action into a few parameters in order to make possible the generation of
an "action space". The parameters selected by Singh were approach angle
"a", entry height "h" and dig distance "d" (see Figure 2.1).

The formation of an "action space" of all possible digging actions speci-
�ed by the parameters is a di�erent approach than the more conventional
con�guration-space (c-space) problem formulation consisting of manipula-
tor joint angles. This is in line with Singh's philosophy of "encoding the
task, not the mechanism." In the dissertation Singh develops excavation
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Figure 2.1: Breakdown of digging action into 3 parameters (Singh, 1995).

planning algorithms which search the action space for optimal solutions.
He also demonstrates robotic excavation using a �xed-base manipulator
arm digging into an adjacent sandbox (Singh, 1995).

2.1.2 ACFR Demonstrator

Researchers at the Australian Centre for Field Robotics (ACFR) at the
University of Sydney demonstrated automated excavation for common con-
struction tasks (see Figure 2.2). The system used a combination of behav-
ioral and hierarchical high level control for task decomposition and exe-
cution. Impedance control was implemented for the excavator dynamics
which took into account uncertainties in modeling, friction and bucket-soil
interactions (Ha et al., 2002).

2.1.3 GIM Integrator

The GIM Integrator project is a collaboration between the Helsinki Uni-
versity of Technology (TKK) and the Tampere University of Technology
(TUT). The project is meant to focus research in the areas of mobile ma-
chine automation, teleoperation, telepresence and task planning. Some of
the more speci�c topics that are or will be investigated include:
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Figure 2.2: ACFR automated excavator (Ha et al., 2002).

• control architectures: task managers and planning systems

• terrain-adaptive locomotion systems for soft o�-road conditions

• automated duty cycles of working actuators with robust mobile com-
ponents

• multi-machine control during interactive work tasks

• online modeling of the worksite

• situational awareness of operators regarding on-site workers and ma-
chines, maintaining a "common presence" in a changing environment

• human-robot interaction.

The central hardware system on which this project is based is the Avant
320S+ loader, a miniaturized, skid-steered hydraulic work machine that
can be �tted with various end attachments. The basic version is typically
equipped with a scoop for performing front-end loading operations. Fig-
ure 1.4 shows one of these machines, which has been modi�ed so it can be
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remotely operated via a wireless link. One goal of the project is to enable a
small �eet of these machines to cooperatively perform earthmoving tasks,
perhaps under the high-level supervision of one tele-operator. This would
then entail some autonomous capability on the part of the machines. Test-
ing for the project takes place in the GIM Integrator Test Hall, a 20 x 20m
covered sand area at TUT.

One component of GIM Integrator is a virtual testing environment. This
allows for the testing of control and tele-operation strategies without having
to use the hardware. Figure 2.3 shows a rendering of the virtual environ-
ment, and Figure 2.4, a tele-operation work station.

Figure 2.3: OpenGL rendering of GIM Integrator test environment (Saari-
nen et al., 2007).
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Figure 2.4: GIM Integrator remote operator control station (Saarinen et al.,
2007).

In the GIM Integrator simulator, it is currently possible to drive virtual
machines around the terrain model, however scooping and digging, i.e.
ground interaction operations, are not yet possible. The topic of this thesis
is to begin developing this capability.

2.2 Earth-Moving Simulation

A review of the literature in earth-moving simulation revealed that software
packages are starting to become available as fully-developed 3D graphics
tools aimed at the construction industry. These are meant to be used by
planners to optimize construction processes and reduce costs.

There are several reasons for developing simulation programs for the con-
struction industry. In construction processes such as site excavation and
earthmoving, simulations can be run before work begins in order to identify
operation bottlenecks and to optimize resource utilization, production rates
and overall cost (Kamat and Martinez, 2000). Resource utilization, for ex-
ample, could include what type of machinery to use, number of vehicles,
work schedules, job sequencing and space allocation (equipment/material
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storage, pile locations). Having a workable plan before ground is broken
could save costs by avoiding predictable complications.

Construction planners, however, have been reluctant to rely on software
simulation. This is likely due to the fact that until recently, most pro-
grams only provided output in the form of statistical text and graphical
charts. This sort of theoretical data breakdown is usually non-intuitive to
most construction planners, even though they are experts in their �eld. By
presenting the results of a construction simulation as a 3D visualization,
planners may be more willing to accept and use this type of software (Ka-
mat and Martinez, 2000).

The ViTerra tool, developed by Kamat and Martinez, can be used to
generate photo-realistic 3D terrain Computer Assisted Drafting (CAD)
databases for use in construction simulations and process visualization.
It is meant to be used in conjunction with topographical elevation maps
and aerial photography imagery (available from government and private
organizations), in order to have general applicability in all countries where
such data is available. In addition to modeling a site, the software also in-
cludes animation functions for updating terrain changes from actions such
as earthmoving and trenching (Kamat and Martinez, 2005). The vehicle-
ground interaction is purely kinematic, i.e. it considers geometric intersec-
tions when removing or adding volume, but not forces. This is also the
approach that will be taken in this thesis.

One important challenge identi�ed by Kamat and Martinez is the com-
putational intensity of rendering and maintaining virtual terrains, which
are typically composed of thousands of textured polygons. When deal-
ing with real-time interactive simulations (at least 24 frames per second),
large terrain models can cause severe performance bottlenecks (Kamat and
Martinez, 2005).

Another software package for construction simulation, developed by Lip-
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man and Reed, uses Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) for both
object modeling and rendering. The authors have focused on many aspects
of construction simulation including the modeling of steel beams as well as
excavation machinery. Their software produces visually-pleasing graphics
and animation, as shown in Figure 2.5. One limitation of this package is
that it is somewhat symbolic in its visual representation. The machine-
ground interaction is non-physics-based, and does not take into account
any interaction forces or even the exact volume of the bucket. An advan-
tage to using VRML, however, is that instead of objects simply consisting
of a collection of polygons, as in CAD, objects are de�ned data structures,
which makes it easier to update models or extend the implementation of
objects without changing the model (Lipman and Reed, 2000).

Figure 2.5: VRML-based construction simulation package (Lipman and
Reed, 2000).
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2.3 Scoop-Ground Interaction Modeling

2.3.1 Surface Modeling

The Digital Elevation Model (DEM) numerical height map mentioned by
Kamat and Martinez is a common method used to model surfaces. The
interpretation of a height map array is illustrated in Figure 2.6. This is the
same interpretation used by Matlab for making surface plots, thus it will
be the method used for ground modeling in this thesis.

Figure 2.6: Interpretation of the Digital Elevation Map (Kamat and Mar-
tinez, 2005).

An alternative to the regular grid-based DEM is the Triangulated Irregular
Network (TIN). The two can be compared in Figure 2.7. TINs can often be
more e�cient at modeling terrain: more points can be included at rougher
terrain where more information is needed to depict the topography, while
large �at areas could have fewer points. Aside from this bene�t, however,
DEMs are usually preferred since they are easier to track and manipu-
late, and they tend to perform better with a given amount of computing
power (Kamat and Martinez, 2005).

One problem with the DEM is its inability to represent complex topography
including vertical cli�s, overhangs and tunnels. A 3D surface function can
by de�nition have only one height value at every point in the 2D domain.
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Figure 2.7: Two approaches for area discretization, the Digital Elevation
Model and Triangulated Irregular Network (Kamat and Martinez, 2005).

Vertical cli�s, having in�nite slope, and overhangs, requiring at least three
height values for some points, are not possible to represent (see Figure 2.8).
Enabling DEMs to model such features is an area for future work (Kamat
and Martinez, 2005).

Figure 2.8: The problem of modeling complex terrain with DEMs (Kamat
and Martinez, 2005).

2.3.2 Soil Modeling: Pleasing Graphics vs. Accurate
Mechanics

Soil modeling accounts for how soil behaves during or after interaction with
a vehicle or tool. A tool will often create topographical instabilities, which
in the real world manifest themselves by causing the ground to collapse
and slide until stability is reached. In the area of soil modeling, two main
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schools of thought exist. One is to make fast programs that can be used in
real-time simulations and which result in realistic-looking soil behaviour.
The other is to model soil based on mechanics principles so as to provide
accurate force estimates for machine-ground interaction. The latter, which
would also result in realistic soil behaviour, typically requires much more
computation power which prohibits its use in real-time simulations.

2.3.3 Angle of Repose

Piles of granular material tend to exhibit a constant angle between the hori-
zontal and the free slope surface. After any disturbance causing landslides,
the material will �ow and re-distribute until a metastable equilibrium is
again reached, with the same constant slope angle as before. This is known
as the angle of repose (Jaeger et al., 1989). Figure 2.9 depicts a recent
image from Mars showing a small patch of ground (approximately 50cm
across) churned by the wheels of the rover Spirit in Gusev Crater. The
white colour in the regolith is from high sulphur content. This image is
included to emphasize how sandy material tends to behave when disturbed
and allowed to re-settle freely. Note the prevalence of slopes and ridges
with a relatively constant angle of repose.

2.3.4 Soil Re-Settling: Volume Element Approach

The volume element approach for modeling soil re-settling is to discretize a
3D workspace into volume elements which are classi�ed as either "empty"
or "full" of soil. After a change occurs, such as from an earth-moving
operation, an iterative algorithm is applied over all the elements to deter-
mine if their con�guration is stable, and if not, to recon�gure them until
equilibrium is reached. A 2D version is illustrated in Figure 2.10.

The heuristic, as de�ned by Homma, has two basic rules (Singh, 1995):
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Figure 2.9: Rover tracks on Mars showing angle of repose property of the
regolith (approx. 50cm across) [NASA].

Figure 2.10: Homma's volume element re-settling heuristic (Singh, 1995).
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1. If a space below or below to one side of a soil element is empty, move
down.

2. If the spaces below right and below left are empty, move to one of
them with equal probability.

Modeling a 3D soil volume with Homma's method requires a large num-
ber of cells, and the stabilization algorithm could require many iterations
through all volume elements until stability is reached. The number of inter-
actions exacts a high cost in computation, making it somewhat impractical
to use.

2.3.5 Soil Re-Settling: Surface Approach

The method developed by Puhl models a volume of soil using a grid of
single-valued elevations (Singh, 1995). It assumes that no voids exist be-
neath the surface. After a volume is removed, which happens instanta-
neously, a settlement process is predicted in which walls that are too steep
settle to stable slopes, as shown in Figure 2.11. This in e�ect simulates the
angle of repose property of the ground material. A 2D representation only
requires iterating over the surface and not the entire volume, and is there-
fore much faster to implement than a 3D method. The slope re-settling
example shown in Figure 2.11, which includes 10 000 area elements, took
15s to simulate on a desktop computer (Singh, 1995). This surface method
for modeling soil-resettling is the same as that which will be used in this
thesis.

2.3.6 Dynamic Soil Model

Work done by Li and Moshell attempts to ful�ll the need for dynamic
soil models that are both physically realistic as well as computationally
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Figure 2.11: Puhl's surface approach to soil re-settling (Singh, 1995).

e�cient. They develop a model based on soil properties and Newtonian
physics which accounts for slippage and manipulation. This model was to
be used for simulating the digging, cutting, piling, carrying and dumping
of soil. It operated with linear time and space complexity, allowing it to
be used in real-time simulations. The algorithms worked by assessing soil
stability based on the shear stresses of soil con�gurations to determine if
they would slide down and deform. Bulldozer and scoop loader models were
implemented. The following �gures illustrate some of the discretization
techniques used. Some are shown in 2D for clarity, although the modeling
was also done in 3D. Figure 2.12(a) shows how stability is determined: "si"
is the resistance force provided by friction, keeping a soil element in place.
"ti" is the stress force due to the slope, driving an element to fail and slide
down. Figure 2.12(b) shows the modeled movement of material resulting
from bulldozing. Figure 2.13 shows the 3D implementations of bulldozing
and a bucket.

Li and Moshell conclude that realistic-looking bulldozer and scoop-loader
actions were successfully modeled, with time and space costs being linear
in the size of the bulldozer blade, the size of the bucket and resolution of
the ground mesh. Areas for future work include taking soil compressibility
and moisture content into account (Li and Moshell, 1993).
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(a) Shear forces determining stability. (b) Movement of material resulting from
bulldozing.

Figure 2.12: Shear force and bulldozing examples (Li and Moshell, 1993).

(a) 3D implementation of bulldozing. (b) 3D implementation of bucket.

Figure 2.13: 3D implementation examples (Li and Moshell, 1993).
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2.3.7 Neural Network Approach

Work done by Ghaboussi attempts to combine realistic mechanics with fast
computing time using a neural network approach. The problem Ghaboussi
found with contemporary dynamic modeling work of the approach taken
by Li and Moshell was that physically-impossible results could occur. One
example was that after slope cuts, particles at the top of a slope end up at
the bottom after they are newly-reformed, whereas in reality deep-seated
slope failures would occur, resulting in very di�erent behaviour (Ghaboussi
et al., 2002).

In order to model the highly non-linear and complex relations that govern
soil behaviour, Ghaboussi proposed the use of neural networks, which have
the advantage of being able to learn. By learning how the particles in a
mass of granular material will behave in various situations, a neural net-
work could quickly update changes in the virtual world without having to
iterate through each particle and evaluate the individual forces acting on
them. This method uses 3D volume elements to model individual particles
(see Figure 2.14), and a 2-stage neural network method. The available com-
puting speed determines how �ne of a 3D mesh can be used. The �rst stage
of the neural network determines which portions of soil are likely to be un-
stable after a change or interaction occurs, and the second stage determines
the movement of particles inside these portions based on their surface con-
�gurations. Force determinations are estimated by separate sets of neural
nets. The learning process consists of an extensive training period. This
would ideally be a comprehensive set of real-world excavation operations
with computerized imaging to provide feedback, but due to the cost of such
testing, �nite element soil simulation programs running on supercomputers
provide a cheaper alternative (Ghaboussi et al., 2002).
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Figure 2.14: Neural network-based volume element approach to modeling
machine-medium interaction (Ghaboussi et al., 2002).

2.4 Summary

The goal in vehicle-ground interaction simulation is to combine accurate
mechanics with computing times fast enough that allow the simulations to
run in real-time. Given the current trend in ever-increasing computer pro-
cessor speed, it seems that more realistic simulation programs will continue
to be developed by the research community. Improved simulation software
will bene�t a wide range of disciplines, including construction planning,
computer graphics and robotic excavation research. In order to make sub-
stantial progress in automated excavation and earth-moving however, ad-
vances in computing speed will have to be accompanied by advances in
arti�cial intelligence and machine learning in order to deal with the tricky
problem of real-world soil behaviour.



Chapter 3

Simulator Development

Five main components make up the virtual simulator:

1. the ground model, a 2-D matrix of height values

2. the standard pile model, a pre-speci�ed pile geometry that serves as
a standard way of "dumping" volume onto the ground model

3. the vehicle model, a four-link kinematic chain with the chassis as the
base and front-end scoop as the end-e�ector

4. the "Interaction" function, which assesses scoop-ground interaction
after each drive increment

5. soil re-settling functions to maintain a maximum allowable slope
wherever ground heights are modi�ed by scooping and dumping.

Each of these components will be outlined in the following sections to detail
how they function in the overall simulation. The "Function M-�les" which
implement these components are summarized in Appendix B.
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3.1 Ground Model

The ground is modeled as a 2D array of height values. A matrix containing
measured heights of the GIM test hall at TUT (a 20m x 20m area) was
used for the simulation. The data were obtained by a lidar scanner at 0.1m
resolution, and the same resolution is used in the world model. Figure 3.1
shows the ground model plotted as a 3D surface in Matlab. The initial data
were �ltered using slope-resettling algorithms (see Section 3.5) to smooth
over any topographical spikes produced by the lidar scanner. The maximum
"stable" slope angle was chosen to be 45 ◦. The function "PlotWorld" is
used to plot the world model (see Appendix B).

Figure 3.1: Matlab surface plot of ground model.

3.2 Standard Pile Model

A "standard pile model" was developed in order to have a uniform way of
depositing volume anywhere in the world model. Volume is deposited on
two main occasions:
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• to initialize the relatively �at world model with one or more piles
with which the machine can interact during the simulation

• whenever the machine dumps the volume held in its scoop.

Figure 3.2 shows the basic pile geometry which consists of a right-triangular
prism mid-section with half-conical ends. The components are separated
in Figure 3.3. All slope angles are �xed to a simulated repose angle of
45 ◦. With this slope constraint, by specifying a desired volume V and
mid-section width w, all pile dimensions including height h and depth d

(which always equals 2h) are �xed.

Figure 3.2: Standard pile.

Figure 3.4 shows how a pile's position and orientation in global X and Y
are de�ned. The pile reference point is the front right corner of the middle
section. Its orientation is the angle θh from global Y to the depth vector d.

The uses of the pile generating function are shown in Figure 3.5. Fig-
ure 3.5(a) shows the initialization of the world model with two piles: lower
left, with V = 20m3 and w = 3m; upper right, with V = 15m3 and
w = 0m, resulting in a pure cone. Figure 3.5(b) shows the pile being used
on a smaller scale, after the vehicle has dumped a scoop load of 0.1m3. The
function "Dump" is used to generate the standard pile (see Appendix B).
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Figure 3.3: Standard pile components: right-triangular prism with half-
conical ends.

Figure 3.4: Global position and orientation of pile and vehicle in X and Y.
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(a) World model initialized with two piles. (b) Vehicle dumps load - the pile
model used on a smaller scale.

Figure 3.5: Uses of the standard pile model.

3.3 Vehicle Model

The vehicle used in the simulation is a 320-Series Avant front-end loader.
The basic dimensions are shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Avant 320 dimensions (in millimetres) (AVANT, 2007).

The chassis and wheels are modeled as one rigid unit, since wheel rotation
and tire-ground interaction are not considered in this simulation. The front-
end scoop has three Degrees of Freedom (DoF) relative to the chassis, via
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three joints:

1. the boom rotary joint, at the top of the chassis

2. the boom prismatic joint, which makes the boom telescopically ex-
tendible

3. the scoop rotary joint at the end of the boom.

The front-end loader can thus be modeled as a four-link kinematic chain,
whose components are labeled in Figure 3.7. Note that the boom consists
of two parts. The strategy for modeling the vehicle-ground interaction is to
check the intersection of the scoop "cutting plane" with the ground surface
after each drive increment. For this, it is necessary to know the global pose
of the scoop given the global pose of the vehicle chassis and the current
joint angles. A forward-kinematic model of the four-link system was thus
developed to enable this (see Appendix A). Several functions are involved
in modeling the vehicle (or "Tractor") kinematics. Pose is determined us-
ing "TracPose", "TracOrient", "TracElev" and "ForwardKin". Plotting is
accomplished using "PlotVehicle". These are described further and shown
in relation to one another in Appendix B.

It should be noted again that the reason for developing this kinematic
vehicle model, though a more advanced dynamic model already exists in the
GIM Integrator simulator, was the desire to have a stand-alone simulation
capability running in the Matlab environment. This was needed to generate
meaningful input data for the Interaction function in the form of global
scoop pose along various drive paths.
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Figure 3.7: Vehicle model rendered in Matlab; "cutting plane" is horizontal
plane of scoop.

3.4 Vehicle-Ground Interaction

Assessing the interaction between the ground and the vehicle is broken
down into a �ve-step process:

1. given the vehicle's 2D (X,Y) coordinates and heading, determine the
elevation (Z) and roll/pitch orientation of the chassis based on the
ground heights at the wheels - this yields the global pose of the chassis

2. given the chassis pose and the three front-end scoop joint angles, use
the forward kinematic model to obtain the global pose of the scoop
cutting plane

3. iterate through discretized points covering the cutting plane to see if
any are below (penetrating) the ground surface

4. assess penetration and scooping feasibility

5. add volume to scoop and modify ground accordingly.

These steps are described in more detail in the following subsections, but
�rst a few considerations will be discussed. While the �rst three steps are
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quite clearly de�ned kinematic processes, the last two are open to di�erent
approaches and implementations. This can have important implications in
terms of computational complexity and the physical accuracy of the simu-
lation. One consideration, mentioned earlier, would be whether or not to
include frictional forces acting on the scoop as it contacts the ground. The
need for including forces might depend on whether or not the vehicle model
itself is dynamic, i.e. if it already considers forces such as inertia, gravity
and wheel-ground friction, or whether it is purely kinematic. Another con-
sideration could be how often to "update" the surface with slope re-settling
algorithms. This could be done after each drive increment, or perhaps after
a full scooping sequence. The former would be more realistic by dealing
with changes immediately after they occur, but may require too much com-
putation time and slow the simulation down. A simpler solution would be
not to use slope re-settling algorithms at all, however this would result
in extremely unrealistic soil behaviour, with vertical slope walls remaining
static.

The simulated vehicle-ground interaction developed in this thesis is a fairly
simplistic scheme involving a purely kinematic vehicle model and friction-
less ground penetration by the cutting plane. The reason for this simplicity
was to make it easier to get an acceptable simulation capability operating
which could be used as a basis for further development. The focus of the
development work was on the geometry of the vehicle-ground interaction,
i.e. accurate vehicle kinematics as well as volume-conserving surface mod-
i�cations.

3.4.1 Global Chassis Pose

The global pose of the chassis consists of its global position (X,Y,Z) and
orientation (pitch,roll,heading). Drive paths in the simulation program are
speci�ed as 2-dimensional constant-heading (straight-line) segments (shown
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in Figure 4.1). Thus, after each drive increment, the coordinates and head-
ing of the chassis in X and Y are known. Figure 3.4 shows the location of
the vehicle reference point in X and Y, at the middle of the rear axle. The
heading is the angle from the global Y-axis to yc, the y-axis of the chassis
frame, about the global Z-axis (also see Appendix A).

The instantaneous chassis elevation (Z), roll and pitch angles are deter-
mined from the ground heights at each wheel. This process is illustrated
in Figure 3.8. The �at rectangle in Figure 3.8(a) represents the known
position and heading of the vehicle wheelbase in X and Y. First, ground
heights are sampled at each wheel, then the edge gradients between adjacent
ground heights are calculated (dzdx1, dzdx2, dzdy1, dzdy2). The centre of
the wheelbase plane is then elevated to the average ground height (Fig-
ure 3.8(b)). The orientation of the vehicle is determined by computing the
average gradient grad from the four edge gradients (Figure 3.8(c)). Vector
V is constructed, which lies in the �at plane, intersects the middle of the
wheelbase and is perpendicular to grad. The rotation from the �at plane
to the current "topographical" plane is by angle ψ about V = [X,Y ], and
is implemented using the angle-axis rotation matrix M :

M =




cos(ψ) + (1− cos(ψ)) ∗X2 (1− cos(ψ)) ∗X ∗ Y sin(ψ) ∗ Y

(1− cos(ψ)) ∗ Y ∗X cos(ψ) + (1− cos(ψ)) ∗ Y 2 − sin(ψ) ∗X

− sin(ψ) ∗ Y sin(ψ) ∗X cos(ψ)




(3.1)
Finally, the vehicle is plotted on the rotated plane, as in Figure 3.8(d).

3.4.2 Global Scoop Pose

The global scoop pose is obtained at the same time as the global chassis
pose. First, the forward kinematics is used to obtain the scoop pose in
the chassis frame. Once the angle-axis rotation matrix M is known, it is
applied to both the chassis and scoop frames.
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(a) Wheelbase position and heading
known in X and Y. Obtain ground
heights at each wheel and gradients be-
tween adjacent heights.

(b) Raise wheelbase plane to average
height.

(c) Obtain average gradient grad. V is
vector in �at plane intersecting middle
of wheelbase and perpendicular to grad.
Rotate plane about V by gradient angle
ψ.

(d) Plot vehicle on rotated plane.

Figure 3.8: Determination of chassis pose given 2D position and heading.
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3.4.3 Ground Penetration

Ground penetration by the cutting plane is checked by discretizing the cut-
ting plane into a grid, then comparing the global height of each grid point
with the ground elevation at the closest corresponding (X,Y) coordinates.
Figure 3.9 shows these points at four stages of a driving sequence. As the
scoop approaches a pile (3.9(a)-3.9(b)), the cutting plane remains above
the ground surface and there is no penetration. In 3.9(c)-3.9(d) the scoop
begins to cut into the pile, and the volume above the cutting plane would
be added to the scoop load.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.9: Cutting plane discretization (circular points), with ground
heights (square points) at corresponding (X,Y) coordinates.
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The algorithm in Figure 3.10 shows the steps taken by the Interaction
function to check for ground penetration. If penetration is detected at any
point in the cutting plane, the "contact" variable is set to TRUE, and
the cut volume and new ground height at that point are also provisionally
stored. These provisional values are con�rmed if penetration is deemed to
have been "feasible", which is described in the next section. If no ground
contact was detected across the cutting plane, the Interaction function is
exited and driving can proceed unhindered. A more detailed description of
the Interaction function is available in Appendix B.

vol = 0;
for(iterate through points of discretized cutting plane)

if(groundHeight(point) > cuttingPlaneHeight(point))
contact = TRUE;
vol = vol + columnVolume(point); //Provisional
newGroundHeight(point) = cuttingPlaneHeight(point); //Provisional

end
end
if (contact == FALSE)

proceed = TRUE;
return

end

Figure 3.10: Interaction algorithm.

3.4.4 Scooping Feasibility

In the simulator, ground penetration by the cutting plane is limited by two
factors:

1. load volume already contained in the scoop

2. the cutting angle.

The �rst limitation is fairly straightforward: if the new volume from the
current iteration would cause the scoop capacity to be exceeded, further
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penetration into the ground is not possible. The second limitation refers
to the magnitude of the angle between the cutting plane orientation vector
and the scoop displacement vector. This angle is used as an indicator for
determining whether the current orientation of the cutting plane would
allow for penetration of the ground given the direction it just moved.

The scoop displacement vector, more speci�cally, is the change in position
of the scoop reference point (in the middle of the forward cutting edge) dur-
ing the latest drive increment. Figure 3.11(a) shows this vector as "rd" as
the scoop moves from A to B. The cutting plane orientation is taken as the
average orientation of the y-axis of the scoop frame, expressed in the global
frame, during the latest drive increment. This is "rp" in Figure 3.11(b),
the average of "ra" and "rb". The "cutting angle" is then the magnitude
of the angle θ between vectors rp and rd, shown in Figure 3.11(c).

The use of cutting angle to de�ne cutting feasibility was based on an intu-
itive reasoning of which combinations of translation and orientation angles
correspond to e�ective cutting actions. A cutting angle of 0 ◦ results from
a direct edge-on thrust by the cutting plane, which is generally the most
e�ective strategy for digging into the ground (see Figure 3.12(a)). A cut-
ting angle of 90 ◦, on the other hand, would result from pushing against
the ground with the �at cutting plane, a most ine�ective technique (see
Figure 3.12(b)).

The side views in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show cutting plane orientation only
in terms of pitch angle. Since the y-axis of the scoop frame is used to de�ne
the orientation of the cutting plane, changes in yaw angle are also taken
into account (see Figure 3.13). Changes in the roll angle (about the y-axis)
of the cutting plane are neglected.

One potential problem with the use of the average cutting plane orientation
is that an extreme di�erence in orientations before and after the drive
increment may result in an average that misrepresents the feasibility of
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(a) Scoop displacement vector "rd".

(b) Cutting plane orientation vector "rp", average of
"ra" and "rb".

(c) Cutting angle θ between "rd" and "rp".

Figure 3.11: Determination of scoop cutting angle (2D side view) after
drive increment from A to B.
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(a) Scoop action with θ = 0 ◦.

(b) Scoop action with θ = 90 ◦.

Figure 3.12: E�ect of cutting angle on scooping e�ectiveness.

Figure 3.13: Plan view showing lateral "yaw" component of cutting angle.
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ground penetration. With drive increments that are short in distance and
time, however, this is presumed to be unlikely or impossible, since the
topographical and/or joint angle changes needed for this to happen should
not occur in the world model or joint control schemes at these scales.

The maximum value of the cutting angle that allows for ground penetration
might depend on factors such as ground material properties, current pen-
etration depth and torque available from the vehicle drive system. These
factors are not considered in the Interaction function, thus the selection of
a "feasibility threshold" for the cutting angle is at this point largely arbi-
trary. It is presumed that cutting angle should remain small to allow for
scooping to proceed (< 10 ◦). A large cutting angle implies compression of
the ground material by the cutting plane, which could put a quick halt to
any scoop movement.

Infeasible scooping, resulting from either load volume or cutting angle,
would result in the stopping of any forward motion of the vehicle. It would
then be up to the tele-operator or autonomous decision maker how to pro-
ceed.

3.4.5 Load Volume and Surface Updates

While a scooping action is being performed, provided that it is deemed
"feasible" according to the cutting angle limitation, penetration into a pile
can continue until the other limitation is reached: when the scoop capac-
ity is full. This is the case in Figure 3.14(a). Once a scooping action is
complete, the scoop is removed, revealing the newly reset ground heights
below. These are shown as the �at plane in Figure 3.14(b), but are only
a rendering of the instantaneous ground heights, before any re-settling or
slope failure has occurred. This is described in the next section.

The volume "above" the cutting plane in Figure 3.14(a) is approximated
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(a) Scooping until volume capacity
reached.

(b) Newly reset ground heights.

Figure 3.14: Instantaneous surface update after scooping action.

by summing up the individual columns constructed from the height of each
ground point above the plane (see Figure 3.15). Each column has a square
base area whose length equals the world resolution, here 0.1m. The same
method is used in other parts of the simulator whenever volumes need to
be determined.

The approximated volume in Figure 3.15(d) will actually end up being
greater than that of the original solid in Figure 3.15(a). This is because, as
can be seen in Figure 3.15(c), the columns around the perimeter have base
areas that extend by half of the base length outwards from the original base
area. Volume is still conserved overall, however, because the volume left
on the ground is modeled the same way, and the columns which previously
neighboured the removed section account for this discrepancy.

It should be noted that the surface and volume updates presented in this
section are actually made after each drive increment, of which there could
be several during one complete scooping sequence (this depends on the
capacity of the scoop). The actions here were grouped together after a
complete scooping sequence for clarity.
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(a) Original volume section. (b) Relevant point heights.

(c) Column base areas. (d) Sum of columns is approximated vol-
ume.

Figure 3.15: Approximated volume of section removed in Figure 3.14.
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3.5 Soil Re-Settling

Slope-resettling algorithms were developed for maintaining a maximum al-
lowable repose angle at sites of scooping and dumping. This was consid-
ered necessary as a minimally-acceptable level of realism in the simulation
of soil behaviour. The algorithms developed are purely geometric, with
no consideration of shear forces or the particulate nature of ground mate-
rial. Nevertheless, the results demonstrate that they provide an acceptable
approximation of soil behaviour which enables the realistic simulation of
earth-moving tasks.

Without any slope-failure mechanism in place, the meaningful modeling
of scooping and dumping tasks is not possible. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.16, which compares the same pre-programmed scooping and dump-
ing sequence after 8 cycles, �rst without and then with soil re-settling
algorithms applied. In Figure 3.16(a), we can see that without any soil
re-settling, the vehicle is able to progress far too quickly into the pile,
whereas in Figure 3.16(b) it has only progressed about one scoop-depth.
At the dumping location in Figure 3.16(a), all 8 scoop loads have been con-
centrated over the same initial dumping footprint. This either allows an
impossibly high concentration of material onto a given footprint (as in this
case), or it will cause the vehicle to collide with the pile too soon because
the material does not spread out over a larger footprint. Either way, it
would impose unrealistic constraints onto a dumping strategy.
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(a) Without re-settling.

(b) With re-settling.

Figure 3.16: Comparison of 8-cycle sequence without and with soil re-
settling.

In the simulation, slope re-settling is initiated on two occasions:

• after a scoop-load is extracted from a pile

• after a pile is deposited.

The chief criterion used for the resetting of ground heights is to maintain
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a constant repose angle of 45 ◦. Slopes greater than this threshold are
deemed "unstable", and are subjected to the height-resetting algorithms,
while slopes less than this are considered "stable." A key feature of the
algorithms developed is that they conserve the modeled ground volume as
any heights are re-set.

The technique used to re-set ground heights works along one dimension
at a time, i.e. along 1D slices of the domain. To check an area for steep
(unstable) slopes, it is �rst scanned along X, then Y, for example. When
a steep segment is found, it is sent to a double-recursive, ground-height-
resetting loop. This resets ground heights at the steep segment, and also in
the downhill and uphill directions from the original segment, until overall
stability is reached. Figure 3.17 illustrates the process.

As a side note, it should be mentioned that a minor error in 3D slope values
can result when checking for 45 ◦ along the X and Y directions separately.
If, for example, from a certain point, the slope in the [1,0] direction is
exactly 45 ◦, and also in the [0,1] direction, the slope in the [1,1] direction
would actually be 55 ◦.

The double-recursive ground-height-resetting loop consists of two functions,
RecurSlope and Reslope, whose basic algorithms are shown in Figure 3.18.

The steps taken by the functions can be broken down as follows:

1. RecurSlope receives worldSlice, a 1-D array of ground heights, and
'section', a 2-element vector containing the indices at both ends of a
steep section (Figure 3.17(a))

2. the WHILE-loop begins: while the slope at this section is too steep,
send it to the Reslope function

3. Reslope sets the section to the repose angle (Figure 3.17(b)), conserv-
ing area, then sends the downhill section to itself (Figure 3.17(c)).
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(a) Unstable section: sloped in-
terval too steep. Vertical line will
mark uphill limit of current re-
setting cycle.
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(b) Section reset to repose angle,
conserving area.
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(c) Next, move to downhill sec-
tion, which is now unstable.
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(d) Reset downhill section.
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(e) Continue until a stable section
is reached.
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(f) Move back to initial section,
which is again too steep.
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(g) Reset initial section again.
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(h) Repeat cycle until entire slope
right of vertical line is stable.
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(i) Move to uphill section, which
is now too steep.
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(j) Reset uphill section; repeat
previous cycle from this new ver-
tical line location.
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(k) When stability reached, move
uphill again.
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(l) End condition reached: slope
to the right is stable, uphill sec-
tion is stable.

Figure 3.17: Slope re-settling algorithm acting along one dimension.
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function worldSlice=RecurSlope(worldSlice,section)
while (slope(section) > tan(reposeAngle))

worldSlice=Reslope(worldSlice,section);
end
if (slope(uphillSection) > tan(reposeAngle))

worldSlice=RecurSlope(worldSlice,uphillSection);
end

return worldSlice

function worldSlice=Reslope(worldSlice,section)
if (slope(section) > tan(reposeAngle))

slope(section) = tan(reposeAngle)
worldSlice=Reslope(worldSlice,downhillSection);

end
return worldSlice

Figure 3.18: RecurSlope and Reslope algorithms.

This continues until a stable section is reached (Figure 3.17(e)).

4. RecurSlope gets control again, and �nds that that the original section
is again too steep (Figure 3.17(f)), so it sends it back to Reslope (Fig-
ure 3.17(g)). This continues until the original section and downhill
sections are stable (Figure 3.17(h)).

5. Now the second half of RecurSlope comes into play, which checks
the section uphill from the original (Figure 3.17(i)). This is now too
steep, so it sends the section to itself, which starts the entire cycle
again. After sections downhill are made stable, it checks uphill (Fig-
ure 3.17(k)). When an uphill section is already stable (Figure 3.17(l)),
the loops terminate.

RecurSlope and Reslope are further described in Appendix B.
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3.5.1 PileReform Function

One of the biggest problems encountered when developing the re-settling
functions was determining where to look for the unstable sections as the al-
gorithms were operating. Initially, it is known exactly where to look: at the
site of scooping or dumping. When scooping, the footprint of the cutting
plane provides a useful area to check for steep sections (see Figure 3.14(b)).
When dumping, the footprint of the dumped pile is also known (see Fig-
ure 3.5(b)).

Figure 3.17 showed how steep sections propagated in both downhill and
uphill directions as they were reset. Ultimately, stability was reached within
the line being checked, but this can still cause unwanted propagation of
steep sections to neighbouring lines. Figure 3.19 shows a pile after many
scooping cycles. Here, after a scoop load was removed, re-settling was only
applied to steep sections found within and at the perimeter of the cutting
plane footprint (approximated by the rectangle). Thus, 1D domain slices
intersected by the footprint (along the arrows) were more or less re-settled
properly. It is evident, however, that this has merely transferred steep
sections to regions between these lines of action, beyond the corners.

Figure 3.19: Unwanted propagation of steep sections to regions beyond
lines of action when scanning area is constant.
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The simplest way to deal with this is to scan the entire world matrix after
using the initial scooping or dumping footprint, but as the matrix can be
very large, this is computationally ine�cient. A better solution is to scan
a footprint that successively increases in size. It was determined that the
most e�cient strategy would be to increase this footprint by one "pixel"
in each direction after each scan. This keeps the search area to a mini-
mum while ensuring that propagating steep sections are always found. The
"growing footprint" algorithm which was developed for this is illustrated
in Figure 3.20.

This algorithm is built into the "PileReform" function, which scans an
initial footprint area for steep sections along X and Y separately. When
any are found, they are sent to the RecurSlope function outlined in the
previous section. The general algorithm is shown in Figure 3.21.

The two main FOR-loops in the algorithm are identical, except that they
alternately scan along X and Y (also shown in Figure 3.20). When any
steep sections are found, STEEP is �rst set to true, which guarantees that
after the current sweep, the new, enlarged, footprint will be scanned one
more time. This ensures that steep sections which have propagated out
of the scanned area are found. Next, the 1D array containing the steep
section is sent to the RecurSlope function for height resetting (the process
illustrated in Figure 3.20). PileReform terminates after it ceases to �nd any
steep sections in its current footprint, i.e. when overall stability is achieved.
The function is described further in Appendix B.

The result of the PileReform function and its footprint scanning strategy
is the desired slope re-settling behaviour after scooping and dumping. Fig-
ure 3.22 shows the result of the same scooping sequence as Figure 3.19, this
time with the proper footprint scanning in e�ect.
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(a) Initial footprint. (b) Scan �rst line.

(c) Widen �rst line. (d) Scan and widen second line.

(e) Continue until last line. (f) Scan and widen �rst line in other dimen-
sion.

(g) Continue until last line. (h) Mid-way through next cycle.

Figure 3.20: "Growing footprint" algorithm.
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function worldMatrix=PileReform(worldMatrix,footPrint)
STEEP = TRUE;
while (STEEP)

STEEP = false;
for (iterate along width (X) of footPrint)

worldSlice = worldMatrix(X)
for (scan along worldSlice inside footPrint)

if (at edge of footprint)
extend footprint outwards;

end
if (slope(section) > tan(reposeAngle))

STEEP = TRUE;
worldSlice=RecurSlope(worldSlice,section);

end
end

end
for (iterate along depth (Y) of footPrint)

worldSlice = worldMatrix(Y)
for (scan along worldSlice inside footPrint)

if (at edge of footprint)
extend footprint outwards;

end
if (slope(section) > tan(reposeAngle))

STEEP = TRUE;
worldSlice=RecurSlope(worldSlice,section);

end
end

end
end

return worldMatrix

Figure 3.21: PileReform algorithm.
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Figure 3.22: Desired slope re-settling behaviour.



Chapter 4

Simulation

4.1 Pile-Moving Task

The simulator components outlined in Chapter 3 were tested by program-
ming an autonomous, multi-cycle pile-moving task. This task is encoded
in the script M-�le "Main.m", whose general algorithm is shown in Ap-
pendix C. To begin the task, the world is �rst initialized with a pile
which the vehicle will successively scoop into and transport to a desig-
nated dumping location. The user must enter certain destination points
and area-coverage vectors to guide the vehicle during its scooping, hauling
and dumping cycles. These are shown in Figure 4.1 from a plan view.

The oval shape is the original pile footprint, while "STAGE" is the main
staging point where all drive sequences begin or end. "ScoopDest" is the
initial scooping destination. When it is reached, it is updated using the
vector "v1" a total of M-1 times. "M" is then the number of scoop paths
used to cover the initial pile footprint. The initial dumping location is
"DumpLoc", which is updated using the vectors "v2" and "v3" when the
current dumping pile becomes too large. "v2" is used N-1 times before
"v3" is used to begin a new dumping row, after which "-v2" is used, etc.
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Figure 4.1: User-speci�ed information to guide pile-moving task (plan
view).

"N" therefore speci�es the width of the dumping area, while its depth is
extended as often as is necessary. The current dumping pile is deemed too
large when the scoop makes contact with the ground before the current
dumping location has been reached.

Three states were created to control the vehicle behaviour during the task:
SCOOP, HAUL and DRIVE BACK, whose transitions are shown in Fig-
ure 4.2. The key properties of each state are summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Vehicle States.
State Action Destination Joint

Con�guration
SCOOP drive towards ScoopDest scoopCon�g

destination
HAUL drive towards DumpLoc via haulCon�g

destination STAGE
DRIVE drive towards STAGE haulCon�g
BACK destination
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Figure 4.2: Vehicle state transitions during pile-moving task.

4.2 Results

Figure 4.3 shows a sequence of images from a complete pile-moving task.
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(a) Initial pile.

(b) First scooping path almost cleared, �rst dumping limit reached.

(c) Mid-way through task, at 4th dumping location.

(d) Final destination reached.

Figure 4.3: Full pile-moving task.
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The result in Figure 4.3 was achieved by performing scooping sequences
with a single, constant "scooping con�guration". This was a combination
of carefully selected joint angles that yielded satisfactory scooping perfor-
mance. Scooping was generally found to be quite sensitive to the settings
of these angles: when the scoop was too close to the ground, scooping re-
sulted in the digging of a sloped trench into the ground, as in Figure 4.4(a).
When the scoop was positioned too high above ground level, the pile was
not penetrated low enough to clear a level path, and the vehicle began
driving over the pile, as in Figure 4.4(b).

(a) Scoop positioned too low, results in digging a hole.

(b) Scoop positioned too high, results in driving over pile.

Figure 4.4: E�ect of �xed scooping con�guration on scooping e�ectiveness.

Volume conservation by the ground modi�cation functions was found to be
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quite e�ective. The total approximated volume beneath the entire surface
in Figure 4.3(a) was 119.4048m3. By the end, at Figure 4.3(d), the volume
was approximated as 120.7451m3, a change of 1.12%. This was after more
than 50 scooping and dumping operations, so this small change shows that
volume is conserved within an acceptable error.

For this simulation, the "cutting angle" limitation (see 3.4.4) was set to
a maximum value of 180 ◦ degrees, essentially making it void. This was
because during testing, even a large maximum cutting angle of 90 ◦ would
occur quite often and disrupt the program. This can happen easily if the
scoop is �at, close to the ground, and the vehicle lurches forward due to a
dip in the ground - causing the bottom of the cutting plane to go downwards
�at into the ground. Since there was no active joint control scheme in place,
it was not possible to compensate for a "stuck" vehicle by automatically
changing the scooping con�guration. This was identi�ed as an area for
further work.



Chapter 5

Further Work

Three areas have been identi�ed for further work that could build on this
thesis:

1. incorporating the ground interaction capabilities developed so far into
the existing GIM Integrator simulator

2. adding complexity to the scoop-ground interaction modeling

3. developing more advanced scoop control and higher-level planning
strategies.

The �rst priority is indeed to integrate the functions developed in this
thesis with the GIM Integrator simulator, since that was one of the original
goals. Since the existing simulator is programmed using C and C++, the
Matlab functions developed here will need to be compiled into stand-alone
executables or shared libraries that are compatible with C/C++ programs.
These functions may also have to be modi�ed so they can be properly
interfaced.

The �rst step in adding complexity to the scoop-ground interaction might
be to build upon the cutting angle limitation. The cutting angle de�ned
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in Section 3.4.4 considered only the magnitude of the angle. It would be
meaningful to consider the sign of this angle, since it has important impli-
cations on the feasibility of ground penetration. Figure 5.1, for example,
illustrates the proposed cases of a positive and negative cutting angle. The
sign of the cutting angle would be determined by considering θ as a rotation
angle from vector rp to rd. If this rotation is "downwards", θ is consid-
ered negative, which implies that the bottom surface of the cutting plane is
pushing against the ground. If it is "upwards", θ is positive, meaning that
the top surface is pushing against the ground. A small to moderate positive
cutting angle (Figure 5.1(a)) allows for ground penetration to continue by
scraping ground material away and collecting it into the scoop, but would
result in greater resistance as θ increases. A negative cutting angle (Fig-
ure 5.1(b)), even if small, would result in the scoop bottom compressing the
ground material beneath it. This would generally stop the scoop. A small
negative angle might be allowed, because while penetrating with a cutting
angle of 0 ◦, small positive and negative deviations may occur which should
not completely halt the scooping motion. Since scooping would then be
generally "more feasible" with positive cutting angles than with negative
ones, a proposed feasibility range for θ is −5 ◦ to 20 ◦.

Going a step further to include forces in the scoop-ground interaction func-
tions would add much more realism to the simulator. It would also make
sense because the vehicle model in the GIM Integrator simulator is a dy-
namic one, so it should be able to easily accept added forces as inputs.
Various types of ground material could also be modeled, with di�erent
densities and friction properties. Densities could also change during the
simulation, which tends to happen when densely packed ground is bro-
ken up and excavated. The extent of this development may be limited by
available computing power, as mentioned in the Literature Review.

Due to the sensitivity of scooping e�ectiveness on the scooping con�gura-
tion, it became clear that for a wide range of fully autonomous tasks to
be performed, an active feedback scoop control scheme would be necessary.
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(a) Scoop action with θ > 0 ◦.

(b) Scoop action with θ < 0 ◦.

Figure 5.1: E�ect of positive and negative cutting angle on scooping e�ec-
tiveness.

This should be possible through the use of an inverse-kinematic model.
Joint angles could be set based on the current orientation of the vehicle
and the ground heights in front of the scoop, such that the cutting plane
maintains a desired height and angle with respect to the ground.

During the development of the simulator, some outdoor testing with a
real Avant-type front-end loader was conducted in order to gain some �rst-
hand knowledge of the techniques required for e�cient scooping. Figure 5.2
shows a two-step sequence of a scooping action. This action involved co-
ordinated joint movements while the vehicle drove forward. Typically, the
scoop begins low and �at, and is then raised and rotated as the vehicle
drives into the pile. The programming of coordinated joint movements for
optimum scooping could be one aspect of developing feedback-controlled
joints.
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Figure 5.2: Real hardware trials undertaken by the author.

With a scoop control scheme in place, this simulator could then also be used
to test various high-level planning architectures for controlling large-scale
earth-moving projects, possibly with more than one machine. A general
strategy for a high-level planning algorithm might be to compare the cur-
rent topography with the desired topography, and use the di�erence to
generate excavation and scooping paths for the machines. As the work
progresses, the current topography would be checked periodically to make
updates as needed. Di�erent machines, such as excavators, dump trucks
and bulldozers, could be modeled by modifying the functions developed
here. This would open the door to developing and testing multi-machine
coordination and cooperation.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis, basic machine-ground interaction functions were developed as
part of the GIM Integrator project at TKK. The functions were developed
using Matlab and tested in a stand-alone simulation program, indepen-
dently of the existing simulator which is based on C/C++ code. As such,
this thesis made the �rst steps towards implementing machine-ground in-
teraction capability in the existing GIM Integrator simulator.

The two main features developed during this thesis were the Interaction
function, which assesses scoop-ground interaction after each drive incre-
ment of the Avant front-end loader machine, and soil re-settling algorithms,
which simulate realistic slope failure whenever ground heights are altered
after scooping and dumping. The checking of scoop-ground interaction
includes ground penetration, cutting feasibility and resetting of ground
heights. Soil re-settling was deemed necessary for the realistic modeling
of earth-moving tasks, and was achieved by maintaining a maximum al-
lowable slope angle in the world model. The scoop-ground interaction was
purely kinematic, meaning it did not consider forces. Cutting angles were
computed to determine the feasibility of a given cutting motion, but in
practice these often hindered the running of the simulator, so they were
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mostly ignored and scooping was limited only by the scoop volume capac-
ity.

To test these functions, a stand-alone simulator was developed which re-
quired the added development of a kinematic vehicle model to generate the
necessary inputs for the Interaction function. An autonomous pile-moving
task was programmed for testing purposes. This was generally successful,
and allowed for meaningful task analysis in terms of volume distribution
and job completion time, similar to the goals of current simulation packages
being developed for the construction industry. The functions demonstrated
total volume conservation over many operations within an acceptable error.

It was possible, although somewhat di�cult, to �nd a reliable scooping
con�guration that worked for an entire pile-moving task. It was recognized
early on that "open-loop" scooping is not an e�ective technique in any case,
which leads to the possibility of further work developing automated closed-
loop feedback control of the joints during scooping. The �rst priority for
future work, however, remains to incorporate the functions developed here
into the existing GIM Integrator simulator.
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Appendix A

Avant 320 Forward Kinematics

The Avant front-end loader is modeled as a four-link kinematic chain con-
sisting of the chassis, the two-part telescopic boom, and the scoop. The
chain involves six reference frames, the two redundant ones being for con-
venience. Figure A.1 shows the frames in relation to the vehicle, and below
are the transformation matrices between them making up the forward kine-
matic model. These matrices are used to transform a vector expressed in
the outer frame into one that is expressed in the inner frame. Thus, a
vector v expressed in Frame 2, 2v, is left-multiplied by 1T2 to express it in
Frame 1:

1v =1 T 2
2 v. (A.1)

The vehicle reference frame "C" (for "Chassis") is located at ground-level
beneath the middle of the rear axle. In this frame, local x points to the
right, while local y points forward. The next frame, "0", is located at the
boom (or arm) joint. θArm is the angle of the boom in home position,
measured forward from the plumb line. Base is the distance from Frame
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Figure A.1: Location of reference frames on Avant 320 front-end loader.

C to Frame 0 along yc. hArm is the height of Frame 0 above the ground.

CT0 =




0 0 1 0

cos(θArm) − sin(θArm) 0 Base

sin(θArm) cos(θArm) 0 harm

0 0 0 1




(A.2)

Frame 1 rotates with the boom about z1 by joint angle θ1. In home position,
θ1 = 0, making Frames 0 and 1 coincident.

0T1 =




cos(θ1) − sin(θ1) 0 0

sin(θ1) cos(θ1) 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1




(A.3)

Frame 2 is located at the boom-scoop joint. x2 and x1 are parallel; their
distance changes with the prismatic boom extension, d2. In home position,
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d2 = 1.3669m, the non-extended length of the boom.

1T2 =




1 0 0 0

0 0 −1 −d2

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1




(A.4)

Frame 3 rotates with the scoop about z3 by joint angle θ3, as shown in
Figure A.2. θ3 = 0 in home position.

Figure A.2: Joint angle θ3.

2T3 =




cos(θ3) − sin(θ3) 0 0

0 0 1 0

− sin(θ3) − cos(θ3) 0 0

0 0 0 1




(A.5)

And �nally,3TB, the transformation between Frame 3 and the Scoop Frame
B (for "Bucket"). Frame B is located at the middle of the cutting edge and
is oriented similar to Frame C when the scoop is �at.

3TB =




0 sin(φ) − cos(φ) L cos(tilt)

0 cos(φ) sin(φ) −L sin(tilt)

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1




(A.6)

φ = θArm + π/2,
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L =
√

H2 + D2,
H = 0.2, the length of the normal from the scoop cutting plane to the scoop
hinge,
D = the depth of the scoop cutting plane,
and tilt = θArm + arctan H/D.
Including θArm in tilt and φ ensures that the scoop is �at in home position.

Now, a vector expressed in the scoop frame can be expressed in the chassis
frame using the complete forward kinematic transformation:

CTB =C T 0
0 T 1

1 T 2
2 T 3

3 TB. (A.7)



Appendix B

Matlab Functions

The Matlab simulator consists of one "Script M-�le", Main.m, and 13
"Function M-�les", which are listed in Table B.1.

Table B.1: Function M-�les.
Returns = Function Name (Arguments)

newZ = Dump (Z,dumpLoc,heading,volume,width,res)
f = Footprint (Z,coord,depth,width,theta,res)

TCB = ForwardKin (TRAC)
result = Interaction (Z,TRAC,posOrient,prevPosOrient,cutAngle,res)

Z = PileReform (Z,cutLoc,maxRadius,footPrint,repose,res)
h = PlotVehicle (TRAC,posOrient)

PlotWorld (x,y,Z,I)
Zline RecurSlope (Zline,base,repose,res)
Zline Reslope (Zline,base,repose,crest,res)
elev TracElev (Z,TRAC,res)

tracPlane TracOrient (Z,TRAC,res)
posOrient TracPose (Z,TRAC,res)

vol Volume (Z,res)

Figure B.1 shows the function-calling hierarchy. Main.m directly calls 6
of the Functions, with the other 7 being called as shown. RecurSlope and
Reslope are both recursive.
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Figure B.1: Function calling hierarchy.

Each of the function M-�les is described in more detail below:

function newZ=Dump(Z,dumpLoc,heading,volume,width,res)
This function updates surface "Z" by adding a 'standard pile' of "volume" and "width" at
coordinates "dumpLoc" (in metres). The depth of the pile is oriented at angle "heading"
in radians about the global Z-axis. The "standard pile" geometry consists of a right-
triangular prism with half-conical ends, thus all of the slopes are 45 degrees. "res" is
the surface resolution in metres.

function f=Footprint(Z,coord,depth,width,theta,res)
This function determines the footprint of a rectangular object on the world model matrix
"Z" which has resolution "res" in metres. The object has a "depth" and "width" in
metres, measured from coordinates "coord", along global Y and X, respectively, when
"theta" is zero. The depth vector is rotated around global Z by an angle theta measured
in radians (0-2pi). "f" is a zero matrix of size Z, except for entries of 1 indicating the
footprint of the object.

function TCB = ForwardKin(TRAC)
This function performs the forward kinematics for the Avant front-end loader given
its current joint con�guration, which is obtained from the vehicle structure "TRAC".
TRAC.KIN.JOINTS = [theta1 d2 theta3], the three joint angles. The function returns
"TCB", the 4x4 transformation matrix from the scoop frame "B" to the chassis frame
"C". A vector 'vb' expressed in the scoop frame, for example, is expressed in the chassis
frame by vc = TCB*vb.

function result=Interaction(Z,TRAC,posOrient,prevPosOrient,cutAngle,res)
This function �rst scans through the discretized scoop cutting plane, checking if any
point in the plane has intersected (penetrated) the ground surface. It provisionally adds
the cut volume to the scoop load and resets the ground heights. It then determines if
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the cut action was possible: �rst by checking if the new volume would exceed the ca-
pacity of the scoop, then by checking the cutting angle from the latest drive increment
with the maximum allowed "cutAngle" (radians). "posOrient" and "prevPosOrient" are
posOrient structures "Z" is the world model, "TRAC" the vehicle structure, "res" the
world model resolution, in metres. "result" is a 5-element structure consisting of: re-
sult.contact = true or false, whether or not the cutting plane has intersected the ground
result.Z, the updated world model after the scooping operation result.vol, the updated
scoop load volume (cubic metres) result.full = true or false, whether or not the scoop is
full result.F, a footPrint matrix: a matrix the same size as Z, all zeroes except for ones
at points of cutting plane - ground intersection.

function Z=PileReform(Z,cutLoc,maxRadius,footPrint,repose,res)
This function checks the slope between adjacent ground heights in world model "Z"
in a given "footPrint" along the X and Y directions separately. A slope with angle
"repose" or less is deemed 'stable'. Slopes greater than tan(repose) (repose in radians)
are unstable and sent to the RecurSlope function for re-setting. The footprint is enlarged
in all directions by one matrix element during each while loop pass, in order to catch the
propagation of steep sections. "cutLoc" is the approximate coordinates of the footPrint,
while "maxRadius" de�nes the size, in matrix elements, of the square portion of the
domain that is searched to �nd the footprint.

function h=PlotVehicle(TRAC,posOrient)
This function plots a simpli�ed model of the Avant 320 front-end loader. "TRAC" is the
vehicle structure, "posOrient" is the vehicle and scoop pose structure. "h" is an array
storing the handles of each patch command.

function PlotWorld(x,y,Z,I)
This function plots the world model "Z" mapped to texture map image "I". "x" and
"y" contain the units of the X and Y axes.

function Zline=RecurSlope(Zline,base,repose,res)
This function recursively reforms the slope in "Zline", a 1D array containing a slice of the
world model along either X or Y. "base" is a 2-element vector of neighbouring indices,
[i-1 i], representing the starting location from which to reshape the slope. First the slope
is evaluated at this base. If its absolute value is less than tan(repose), repose in radians,
it is deemed stable and is not reshaped. If it is steeper than repose, the section is sent
to the function Reslope for reforming. The same section is then repeatedly checked in
the while loop until it is stable. Afterwards, RecurSlope calls itself on the neighbouring
uphill slope segment. This happens until an uphill segment is reached which is stable.
"res" is the world resolution in metres.

function Zline=Reslope(Zline,base,repose,crest,res)
This function recursively reforms the slope along a 2D slice of the world model rep-
resented by "Zline", a 1D array of ground heights. "base" and "crest" are 2-element
arrays containing the neighbouring indices of one segment of Zline. If the slope across
the base segment is greater than "tan(repose)", it is deemed unstable and the ground
heights in Zline at base are reset so the segment has a slope of tan(repose). Reslope
then calls itself on the segment downhill from base; thus, Reslope successively reforms
slope segments in the downhill direction from an initial base until a stable one is found.
crest is only used for plotting purposes.
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function elev=TracElev(Z,TRAC,res)
This function calculates what height the vehicle is standing at given its location in the
world "Z". It calculates the average elevation of the ground at the four wheels. "TRAC"
is the vehicle structure, "res" the world resolution in metres.

function tracPlane=TracOrient(Z,TRAC,res)
This function is used to determine how the vehicle is oriented globally based on the
local topography, i.e. the elevation at each of the 4 wheels. "Z" is the world model
with resolution "res", in metres. "TRAC" is the vehicle structure. "tracPlane" is a
structure containing the vector "vect" around which the initially �at-oriented chassis
would be rotated to reach its actual orientation. "tracPlane.angle" is the angle of this
rotation. The "plane" which is rotated is that which contains the bottom points of the
4 wheels. "vect" is the vector in this plane perpendicular to its gradient. "vect" lies in
the intersection between the two planes.

function posOrient=TracPose(Z,TRAC,res)
This function returns a structure "posOrient" which speci�es the positions and orienta-
tions of the vehicle chassis and it's front-end scoop in the global frame of world model
"Z". "TRAC" is the vehicle structure, "res" the world resolution in metres. The orien-
tations are 3x3 matrices whose columns are the unit vectors along the three frame axes
expressed in the global frame. I.e. posOrient.Buck.pos(:,1) is the unit vector (length
1m) along the bucket frame x-axis, expressed in the global frame. The chassis frame
"veh" is moved from the standard vehicle frame, which is located at ground level be-
neath the middle of the rear axle, in order to make the angle-axis rotation easier. "veh"
is then located at the average wheel height, in the centre between the four wheels. This
is because the angle-axis pitch/roll rotation always occurs around this point. "y" points
forward, "x" to the right and "z" up. The bucket frame "buck" is located at the middle
of the cutting edge and is oriented similar to "veh" when the cutting plane is �at to the
ground.

function vol=Volume(Z,res)
This function approximates the ground volume "vol", in cubic metres, contained in
the world model "Z". Z is a 2D matrix of elevation values (in metres) with a distance
resolution "res" in metres. The volume is thus approximated as a sum of column volumes,
with each column having a height of a matrix entry and a base area of resres metres�2.



Appendix C

Main Loop

Some segments of the script M-�le "Main.m" are shown below, with the
rest of the code removed for clarity. The main purpose for including this
code is to show how the vehicle structure "TRAC" is initialized, since it
stores all vehicle speci�cations and its current state; and also to show how
SCOOPDEST and DUMPLOC are updated based on scooping and dump-
ing progress, in order to follow the user-initialized area coverage scheme.
The parameters for this scheme are initialized after TRAC. Within the main
while-loop, the vehicle �rst drives forward by a drive increment. Interac-
tion with the ground is then checked. If the vehicle cannot proceed due to
a full scoop penetrating the ground, it is presumed to either be happening
while scooping, in which case the scooping drive ends, or while hauling, in
which case the dump pile is getting too large and the dumping location is
updated. Next, it is checked if the destination has been reached. If this hap-
pens when dumping, the scoop load is dumped at DUMPLOC, otherwise
if the vehicle is scooping, reaching the destination causes SCOOPDEST to
be updated. The end state occurs when the �nal SCOOPDEST is reached.

%% Initialization of vehicle structure "TRAC" (for 'Tractor'):
TRAC.SPECS.DIMS=[0.79 0.8]; % tractor wheelbase dimensions [width length]

% in metres
TRAC.SPECS.SPD=0.5; % tractor driving speed in metres per second
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TRAC.KIN.LOC=[0 0]; % tractor global 2D coordinates in metres [X Y].
% location of reference point is at ground
% level beneath middle of rear axle

TRAC.KIN.ORIENT=0; % tractor global heading angle in radians
TRAC.KIN.JOINTS=[0 0 0]; % tractor joint angles and settings [main arm

% pitch (radians); main arm extension (metres);
% bucket pitch(radians)]

SCOOPCONFIG = [0 0.07 0]; % scooping configuration joint angles
% SCOOPCONFIG = [0.03 0 -0.03];
HAULCONFIG = [0.5 0 0]; % hauling configuration joint angles
TRAC.SCOOP.WIDTH=0.89; % scoop width in metres, 0.89
TRAC.SCOOP.DEPTH=0.45; % scoop depth in metres
TRAC.SCOOP.HEIGHT=0.35; % scoop height in metres
TRAC.SCOOP.CAP=0.2; % scoop volume capacity in cubic metres
TRAC.SCOOP.LOAD=0; % load volume currently in SCOOP in cubic metres
TRAC.SCOOP.FULL = false; % load status flag, initialized to false
TRAC.STATE = 'SCOOP'; % "state" of vehicle: 'SCOOP', 'HAUL' or

% 'DRIVEBACK'
% TRACCLIMB=0.2; % tractor climbing ability in radians (not

% implemented)

%% Initialization of simulation parameters:
FPS = 3; % frames per second
RES=0.1; % distance resolution in metres
PILELOC=[6 10]; % initial pile coordinates in metres
PILEVOL=25; % pile volume in cubic metres
PILEWIDTH=1; % pile width in metres (excluding conical ends)
PILEORIENT=pi/6; % pile orientation in radians
SCOOPDEST = [4 17]; % initial scooping destination
SCOOPDIR = [0.8 0]; % vector to update SCOOPDEST
SCOOPCOUNT = 6; % number of scoop paths
STAGE=[6 6]; % staging point for all scooping and dumping drives
DUMPLOC=[11 9]; % desired pile location coordinates in metres
newDUMPLOC = DUMPLOC;
DUMPCOUNT = 3; % width (number of piles) of dumping area
DUMPDIR1=[0.2 -0.8]; % first update vector for DumpLoc
DUMPDIR2=[-0.5 -0.3]; % second update vector for DumpLoc
CUTANGLE = pi; % cutting angle limit (radians)

%% Main Action Loop
while true

% Update heading and position
% Drive forward by driveIncr, update global location
% Obtain pose (position and orientation) of vehicle and bucket
posOrient=TracPose(Z,TRAC,RES);
% Check tool - ground interaction
interaction=Interaction(Z,TRAC,posOrient,prevPosOrient,CUTANGLE,RES);
Z = interaction.Z;
cutF = interaction.F;
TRAC.SCOOP.LOAD = interaction.vol;
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prevPosOrient=posOrient;
%% Check scoop-ground interaction constraints: if cannot proceed due to
%% scoop contact with ground, either due to infeasible cutting angle or
%% because scoop is full and cannot penetrate further:
if interaction.proceed == false % cannot proceed

if interaction.full == true
if strcmp(TRAC.STATE, 'SCOOP') % scoop filled up

TRAC.STATE = 'HAUL';
% Reform slopes around cutLoc using PileReform
continue

elseif strcmp(TRAC.STATE, 'HAUL') % update DUMPLOC
if dumpCount == 0

newDUMPLOC = newDUMPLOC + DUMPDIR2;
DUMPDIR1 = -DUMPDIR1;
dumpCount = DUMPCOUNT;

else
newDUMPLOC = newDUMPLOC + DUMPDIR1;
dumpCount = dumpCount - 1;

end
end

else
break % stuck

end
end
%% Destination reached:
if distToDest < 0.2

if strcmp(TRAC.STATE, 'HAUL')
if strcmp(DEST,'STAGE')

destination = newDUMPLOC;
DEST = 'newDumpLoc';
continue

end
% Dump load using Dump function
TRAC.SCOOP.LOAD = 0;
TRAC.STATE = 'DRIVEBACK';

elseif strcmp(TRAC.STATE, 'DRIVEBACK')
TRAC.STATE = 'SCOOP';

elseif strcmp(TRAC.STATE, 'SCOOP')
SCOOPCOUNT = SCOOPCOUNT - 1;
SCOOPDEST=SCOOPDEST+SCOOPDIR;
TRAC.STATE = 'HAUL';
if SCOOPCOUNT == 0

break % End state reached, last scoopDest reached
end

end
end

end


